7 Undeniable Security Reasons
People Hate About Data
Collection

The corporate environments need data to improve their service quality. They use
the data to conclude people’s taste about various products and services and tune
up their service to catch more business value among competitors.
For this purpose, the businesses use different tools for collecting the market data.
These tools include paper forms, questionnaires and surveys, interviews and
diverse research methods.
With that clarified, the business environment is faced with different security facts
regarding data collection. The facts include various security measures, relating to
conventional and modern infrastructures.
In this case, the data collection process must have backed up with security
precautions. These precautions are used to keep the system going with proper
security measures.
This article addresses the security facts regarding corporate data collection. We
will figure out the key safety measures, along with their appropriate solution for
enhanced security features; so that the data collection process is revamped with
quality measures to protect the company’s infrastructure and resources.
After implementing the article suggestions, the corporate structures can improve
their security during data collection process. They will be able to produce the
positive results with tighten security to protect their process worth.
7 Undeniable Security Reasons People Hate About Data Collection
The following list will point out the key areas of safety concerning the data
collection process. For improved security of the process, the areas impose a vital
interest to improve the safety precautions.
1. Security Weaknesses in The Data Collection Approach
The corporate environments use various methods for collecting their data,
including paper forms, surveys, and interviews. Each factor has security concerns
regarding data management and storage. For example, collecting of data using
online surveys cause incorrect values in a database. The wrong values stored in a

database create data redundancy in the base system. To enhance security
regarding paper forms, we will need to focus on the data integrity or handle the
paper forms in a more robust way to keep the game going. In this regard, if you
comply on web services online, a secure form builder may play a significant role;
otherwise, the process will need additional concern to make it more secured.
2. Data Mining
Data Mining is defined as the examining of the pre-existing databases to generate
new information. In Data Mining, the data is retrieved from various data
collections simultaneously. With that in mind, at the same time, the system pulls
out the data from multiple databases, causing security measures by creating race
conditions with multiple databases. To deal the problem with proper security
measures, we need to understand the race condition first. It is an embarrassing
situation occurred when a system or device attempts to carry out two or more
operations at the same time. To avoid the problem, the operations must be done
in a proper sequence for accuracy.
3. Tracking and Controlling of Information
In a corporate environment where multiple structures are used to carry out data
collection process, the monitoring and controlling of information becomes
necessary. The incoming data must confirm the storing constraints. Similarly, the
data needs proper management during a retrieval process. In this case, proper
security measures are required to adjust the access controls to databases. If the
data tracking is not properly handled, the database will cause undesirable
behavior due to garbage data storage. In the same way, the authorities need to
control the data collection flow by keeping an eye on data validation.
4. Data Integrity
In a corporate infrastructure of data collection, the data must confirm the
integrity constraints. In this case, if the data is not validated, could create process
interruptions in data storing routine. In this way, the incorrect data also creates
database vulnerabilities and cause unintended data access upon exploitation of
security holes. In order to pass the integrity constraints, the data needs to suit

different integrity conditions at every stage, so the data with bugs are controlled
and prevented from being saved in the database.
5. Big Data Security Risks
There are many security facts created with large data collection. These facts are
established by the large group of data storage. These security weaknesses mostly
affect the database layer of the system, consisting of security holes like code
injection, access control exploitation and abusing the database constraints. In
order to ensure the safest storage of big data, the data system must have multiple
resources to carry out its functions properly. Also, the data being stored must
follow the integrity constraints and other validation rules.
6. Bad Data
In the corporate data storage process, the data being entered doesn’t fulfill the
security precautions properly. It means the entry points are used for inputting
bad data into the database. This bad data creates undesirable conditions
regarding database security, and cause security breaches by entering specially
crafted characters. To prevent the problem, the data being entered are checked
for errors and undesirable formats. This way the actual formatted data is entered
and stored in the database, avoiding bad data implications on the data collection
system.
7. Security Risks in Data Retrieving and Managing
The big data systems are used to access the data from multiple sources. In this
case, if the data retrieval system is not properly configured to host the required
resources, the system falls short of the routine. There are many dependencies
generated in the system, including Race Conditions and Resource Break Downs. In
order to solve the shortcoming of this matter, the data collection process must
reinforce with multiple resources. The system must also equip with proper access
controls management. Moreover, the stored data needs error checking on a
timely basis so that no undesirable condition stays longer.

Final Thoughts
The problems regarding data collection security are defined with suggestions on
how to make them secured. We identified security holes in data collection
approach, as well as concerns about retrieving the data from the system. The
solutions are addressed in a technical and progressive aspect. After the
procedures are applied correctly, the corporate data collection is kept protected
with technical and human resources, along with regarding functions of data
storage and accessing. The corporate structures can improve their data collection
process by following and tuning up the addressed security measures.

